
 
TENDER SCHEDULE FOR e-LOBBY AT CHITTINAGAR  BRANCH 

      

S.No. Description of work  Unit Qty. Rate (Rs.) Amount (Rs) 

1 Supply and fixing 4 mm thick ACP panels for panelling 
to walls with 25mmx38mmx1.5mm thick aluminium  
sections for framing  at 600mm intervals horizontally 
and vertically  as  per manufactures specification. The 
rate shall include cost of all material and labour etc.  
The panels should be pre-fabricated panel made out 
of light weight concrete core composed of Portland 
cement, binders silicaceous and micaceous materials 
aggregate with tongue and groove arrangement with 
two 4mm thick fibre reinforced cement facing sheets. 
The grooves and joints in the panels should be filled 
with suitables fillers. The rate shall include cost of 
necessary fixing material like cleats etc.  
 

Sqm 
 75   

2 Providing and fixing in true horizontal level false 
ceiling grid system with suspension system shall of 
Trulok Silhouette revealed profile grid systems  with 
15mm wide flanges incorporating a 3mm or 6mm 
central recess color, black or white revealed. 
Silhouette main runners and cross tees to have mitred 
ends with " birds mouth" notches to provide mitred 
cruciform junctions. Main runners to be spaced at 
120mm c/c fixed by using 2mm pre-straightened GI 
wire.  
 

 
 
 

Sqm 
 25   

 Main  tee, rotary stitched of size 15mm x 44mm 
x3600mm at every 1200mm c/c ,maximum and 
1200mm cross tee of size 15mm x 44mm x1200mm at 
every 600mm c/c maximum and 600mm cross tee of 
size 15mm x 44mm x600mm at every 1200mm c/c 
maximum and 19mm x 19mm x 3000mm wall angle 
alround the wall to form grid size of 600mm x 600mm 
and suspending the grid using 2mm pre-straightened 
GI wire and 6mm nylon rawl plug at every 1200mm 
intervals at the main  tee and laying of venus three of 
daiken ceiling systems of size 600mm x 600mm x 
15mm over the formed grid etc., complete as 
directed. 

    

3 TOUGHENED Glass (12mm thick) Partition with 
DOOR      



 Providing & fixing 12mm toughened  plain glass with 
single/double leaf Door  with all necessary accessaries 
to fix firmly to the floor, side walls, roof with patch 
fittings of Gogrej/e-zone or equivalent  make as per 
the directions of the Bank's Engineer.                              
Doors are to be fixed with Corner Fitting with Top 
Pivot, Top Patch, Bottom Patch fittings of Godrej/e-
zone make.  Door Hardware with SS finish locks , 
handles, Floor Spring as per sample approved by 
Bank. 
   

  

A PARTITION WITH 12MM TOUGHENED GLASS Sqm 18   

B DOORS IN THE TOUGHENED PARTITIONS Sqm 5   

4 SHUTTER BOXING     

 

Providing and fixing  shutter boxing with 19 mm thick 
plywood as an additional support to the glass fixing  
firmly from ceiling/walls with necessary 
brackets/frame work, in addition to the frame work of 
ACP in order to fix the  toughened glass/doors. 
Measurement will be given only for the face of the 
glass contact area.     

  sq.m 5   

      

5 BISON BOARD PARTITION     

 

Supply and fixing of Bison board of 8mm thick to the 
partitions and 4mm/6mm thick bison boards to the 
door ,inside the UPS room with necessary frame work 
&hinges  and applying two coats of enamel paint over 
putty. Complete item as directed by the Bank's 
Engineer     

   sq.m 12   

 Total amount excluding  GST     

      

      

      

 Signature of the Contractor     

 


